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Lebanon: Outbreaks and continuities 
The ((official. date of the outbreak of the 
Lebanon war is April 14, 1975. But the so 
called war of Lebanon has ngt always 
showed the same features nor the same wa- 
gers. It would thus be more appropiate to 
speak of athe wars of Lebanon.. 
Significantly enough, it was an incident 
between Palestinian combatants and Leba- 
nese Falangist militiamen what detonated 
these diverse wars: a Lebanese-Lebanese 
war, a Syrian-Lebanese war, a Palestinian- 
Lebanese war, a Palestinian-Syrian war, a 
Palestinian-Israeli war, a Lebanese-Israeli 
war, ... just to speak fo the main protagonists. 
The author of this article has, in fixing his 
research object, chosen to analyse all these 
Lebanese wars hom the Israeli invasion of 
the country on June 1982. 
That seems to the author the major strate- 
gic event in the Near East during the eight- 
les. This perception is due to the great 
means put in by Israel at the time of the inva- 
sions in order to achieve the strategic objec- 
tives which would radically change the ba- 
lance of power, and thus the historic course, 
in that region for a long time. 
On the other side, other regional powers 
besides Israel were directly involved in the 
situation created by this invasion: at the re- 
gional level, Syria, Iran and the PLO; at the 
international one, the US, France, Italy and 
the United Kingdom got equally involved, as 
well as the USSR. 
The international role of the European Community 
More than 130 countries have accredited 
their diplomatic missions to the European 
Community (EC) and the EC has its own re- 
presentatives in third States or  international 
organizations. Its economic and trade capa- 
bilities make it a determinant actor of the 
international economic system which must 
be taken into account by all the other actors. 
That is the origin of the many and diverse 
economic agreements the EC has signed. 
The institutional development of the EC 
has allowed its consolidation as a main in- 
ternational actor, not only at the economic 
but at the political level. Examples of this 
are the consolidation of the European Politi- 
cal Cooperation mechanism (1969) and the 
creation of the European Council of heads of 
State or  Government (1974). 
Today, the EC has not got a real foreign 
policy of its own yet, but is no the way to 
achieve it. 
Chile inaugurates the new generation of the 
European Community's Cooperation Agreements 
for Latin America 
Chile is, up to now, the last but one Latin 
American country that has entered the net- 
work of relations stablished along the years 
by the European Community (EC) with that 
area. On December 20,1990, in the occasion 
of the unofficial ministerial meeting held in 
Rome between EC and the ~ G r u p o  de R i o ~  
representatives, the Community signed the 
first Cooperation Agreement with Chile. 
This meant the end of an anomalous, provi- 
sional, situation that had lasted for more 
than 15 years due to the dictatorial regime of 
gen. Pinochet. 
This article examines the contains of the 
Agreement as well as its features, giving a 
brief outlook at the bilateral relations -EC- 
Chile- during the dark years of dictatorship, 
analyzing the parameters of the Chilean 
economy and considering EC's role in the 
difficult democratization and transfer of 
powers process. 
Ultranationalist trends in Romania after the 1989 
revolution 
More than a year and a half after the revo- 
lution that in December 1989 ousted 
Ceausescu, there are many signs that point 
out that the democratic transition has been 
to a great extent restrained. The political op- 
position is more dismantled than ever; the 
governmental policy continues to be little 
transparent; the land reform has not been 
undertaken yet; the economic privatization 
seems a fictitious attempt more than a reali- 
ty. The former political-administrative sys- 
tem has scarcely been touched, local elec- 
tions have not been held, ... The author of 
this article thinks that the situation is ready 
for an anti-democratic attempt in Romania, 
although the developments in Yugoslavia 
and the position of the Western democracies 
could play an important role in the political 
future of the country. 
The Soviet Union and the Gulf war: A study on the 
attitudes and policy of the USSR 
Two decades ago the Soviet Union started the ((ideologicaln elements that have eventu- 
a significative transformation in its links ally directed USSR's policy in the past. What 
with the Third World. This change -mainly must be taken into account, anyway, is that 
due to a criticism of the traditional relations USSR's policy to the Third World has always 
pattern- has pointed to an increasing been visibly influenced by its own interests 
economization of links to the detriment of -among which, breaking the usiege~ to 
which it has always been subjected- and withdrawal policy leads in an unequivocal 
not, in spite of the official rethoric, by way to the acceptance of the present statu 
reassons of solidarity or justice. quo and thus of the fact that the main role in 
In the last months, the Soviet Union has the international scene corresponds to the 
repeatedly showed its will to continue a United States and its allies. 
process, already initiated, which through a 
Pragmatism and ideology: Gorbachev's policy to 
Latin America and soviet academical discussions 
regarding the latin american left 
The Soviet Union is gradually pulling out 
hom most of its previous Third World en- 
gagements both at and ideological and a 
political-economical level. Such is true even 
in the Latin American case where previous 
pragmatical trends (search of relations and 
trade with all existing regimes) have been 
reafíirmed and where Soviet support for re- 
volutionary experiences is at a stake, spe- 
cially after the fall of the Sandinistas in Nica- 
ragua. Cuba may continue to receive Soviet 
aid but this will be limited nonetheless be- 
cause of Soviet Union's interna1 problems. 
Soviet academical discussions reflect this 
pul1 out hom the Third World although in 
the case of Latin America this may be con- 
tradicted by the discussions about the best 
strategies for the left to accomplish revolu- 
tion. This contradiction is only apparent; 
this discussion reflects the old opposition 
between traditionalists and revolutionaries 
but also shows that social-democratic ideas, 
so fashionable at the interna1 Soviet level, 
are also being proposed as possible solu- 
tions for Latin American problems. 
